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Measurement of the Gd-Gd exchange and dipolar interactions in Gd0.01Y0.99Ba2Cu3O6
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The microscopic parameters of the Gd-Gd pair interaction are measured in single crystals of the
Gd0.01Y0.99Ba2Cu3O6 cuprate using high-frequency~225 GHz! Gd31 electron-spin resonance. In addition to the
fine-structure spectrum of single Gd31 ions, a series of low intensity resonance transitions are resolved at high
magnetic fields and low temperatures which arise from Gd-Gd pairs. From the resonance line positions of
nearest-neighbor Gd-Gd pairs we determine an isotropic exchange energy ofJ5156 mK and an anisotropic
~mainly dipolar! interaction energy ofD551.7 mK. The anisotropic interaction parameters of second, third,
and fourth neighbors correspond to the values expected for dipolar interaction only.@S0163-1829~99!02618-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetism of the rare-earth layers of t
RBa2Cu3O61x (R123, R5rare earth) perovskites has be
intensively studied. In most cases these layers are well
lated from the sandwiching CuO2 sheets. In Gd123, one o
the most intensively investigated systems,1–7 TN , the antifer-
romagnetic ordering temperature of Gd depends little on
electronic state of the CuO2 layers which may themselves b
antiferromagnetic or superconducting. The Gd antiferrom
net is simple and it is tempting to derive the Ne´el tempera-
ture and the phase diagram of the magnetic structure fro
few basic interactions: the single-ion anisotropy due to cr
tal fields ~CF’s!, the first-neighbor isotropic exchange inte
action, and anisotropic magnetic interactions between G31

ions. The dipole-dipole~DD! interaction is probably the mos
important anisotropic pair interaction.

A precise knowledge of these parameters is still lacki
In this paper we determine the most important Gd31 pair
interaction parameters from high-frequency electron-s
resonance of Gd0.01Y0.99Ba2Cu3O61x ~small x! high-quality
single crystals. The Gd concentration is low and we stu
essentially isolated paramagnetic Gd-Gd pairs surrounde
Y31 ions. The Gd31 electron-spin resonance lines are narr
and the lines of Gd-Gd near-neighbor pairs are resolved f
the main line up to the fourth neighbor. The basic interact
parameters are determined independently from the ana
of the electron-spin-resonance~ESR! spectrum. The method
is limited to high magnetic fields and low temperatur
where only a small number of the low-lying energy levels
the various Gd-Gd pairs are populated and thus only a f
relatively intense transitions are observed. At higher te
peratures or lower resonance fields many transitions ap
and spectral intensities are too small for a useful analysi

We review sample preparation and experimental pro
dures in Sec. II of this paper. Section III outlines the calc
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~18!/12072~6!/$15.00
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lation of on-site CF, isotropic exchange and DD interactio
from the observed ESR spectra. We present experime
results in Sec. IV. We analyze the experimental data, co
pare results with those in the literature using other te
niques, and discuss their relevance to the magnetic G31

sublattice of the Gd123 system in Sec. V.

II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

In previous ESR experiments8 on the same crystals a
temperatures above 20 K and at frequencies of 9, 75, 1
and 225 GHz were presented. The CF parameters and
g-factor anisotropy of Gd31 ions with no near-neighbor pair
were determined. In this work we studied Gd31 ESR in three
single crystals of Gd0.01Y0.99Ba2Cu3O61x . The ESR spectra
were the same for the three crystals, i.e., the same CF
rameters and Gd-Gd pair-interaction parameters were fou
All data presented in this paper correspond to a well-defin
triangular platelet with about 0.5 mm linear dimensions
the ~a,b! ~@001#! plane and 0.1 mm thick alongc. The nomi-
nal 1% Gd concentration agrees with the observed ESR l
width, assuming this arises from Gd-Gd dipole interactio9

only. The as-grown single crystals were reduced at 800 °C
a dynamic vacuum for 72 h. This reduces the oxygen con
of the Cu~1! plane to a few %. The Gd31 ESR spectrum,
itself a sensitive indicator of oxygen doping, was consist
with a low concentration of oxygen. In samples withx
.0.15 the variation of CF between Gd31 sites with different
numbers of Cu~1!-O chain neighbors splits each compone
of the Gd31 fine structure into well-defined lines.10 No trace
of oxygen chains has been detected in the ESR spectra o
present crystals.

We discuss ESR spectra recorded below 10 K and at
GHz for which the corresponding central transition Gd31
12 072 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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resonance field is at 8.1 T. All spectrometer functions a
data collecting are computer controlled. The high-freque
spectrometer has a quartz stabilized Gunn diode source
GHz followed by a frequency tripler. The sample is placed
a shorted waveguide and usually a linear superposition
derivative absorption and dispersion lines is detected. Au
modulation was used for lock-in detection. The spin-latt
relaxation rate of Gd0.01Y0.99Ba2Cu3O61x is long with re-
spect to the modulation frequency at low temperatures
the line shape is affected by saturation effects.

The high population of the lowest-lying energy levels
high magnetic fields and low temperatures facilitates the
servation and assignment of dipolar satellites.11 Transient ef-
fects further enhance the observed amplitude below 10
We have not understood this amplitude enhancement w
occurs when spin-lattice relaxation becomes slower than
audio modulation frequency. In the spectrometer the ra
tion reflected from the sample is mixed with a reference m
wave field to detect the absorption and dispersion com
nents of the ESR separately. At low temperatures and m
erately high modulation frequencies~typically 10 kHz! the
line shape is nearly independent of the phase of the refer
mm wave radiation. The observed lines resemble fast p
sage spectra of paramagnetic centers in solids.12 In the fits
we approximated this line shape by a~nonderivative! Lorent-
zian absorption. Transition intensities and shapes were
little importance for the fit since the interaction paramet
are derived from the position of lines. In the high-qual
single crystals, lines are narrow and are slightly broade
only by strains or impurities and line positions could be d
termined accurately.

III. METHOD TO DETERMINE THE BASIC
INTERACTION PARAMETERS

The spin Hamiltonian of two Gd31 ions interacting on
neighboring lattice sites is

H~S1 ,S2!5Hz1~S1!1Hz2~S2!1Hc1~S1!1Hc2~S2!

1Hex~S1 ,S2!1Hdip~S1 ,S2!. ~1!

S1 andS2 denote the 4f 7 electron spin-operators of the tw
Gd31 ions. Hz1 , Hz2 are the Zeeman Hamiltonians of th
two Gd31 ions. Hc1 and Hc2 stand for the correspondin
on-site CF Hamiltonians. The two ions are coupled by
Hex, exchange andHdip , DD interaction terms. In the high
field ESR technique the Zeeman energy is the largest in
action and we index the energy levels and transitions by
Zeeman eigenvaluesuSz&, Sz527/2..17/2 of the nearly
pure 8S7/2 spin state of Gd31 ions isolated from all other
Gd31 ions. The on-site tetragonal CF Hamiltonian is

H tetra51/3b2
0O2

011/60b4
0O4

011/60b4
4O4

411/1260b6
0O6

0

11/1260b6
4O6

4. ~2!

We useOm
n operator equivalents as defined in Ref. 13. T

Gd31 ions of a pair perturb each other and their CF diffe
from that of the isolated Gd31 ions. The replacement of on
of the Y31 ions surrounding the Gd31 ion by another Gd31

breaks the tetragonal symmetry and further orthorhom
terms appear in Eq.~2! in addition to a change of the tetrag
d
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onal parameters. However, as long as this distortion is sm
the orthorhombic terms have negligible effect on the E
spectra for magnetic field alongc.

We assume an isotropic Heisenberg exchange interac

Hex~S1 ,S2!5JS1S2 , ~3!

and the DD Hamiltonian in the point dipole approximation

Hdip5D@S1S223~S1r !~S2r !/r 2# ~4!

with D5m0 /(4p)(gGd
2 mB

2)/r 3. For the nearest-neighbo
~NN! Gd31 pairs~denoted byA! DA543 mK in this approxi-
mation. @Gd31 g factor is8 gGd51.9871 anda53.8586 Å is
the lattice constant of YBa2Cu3O6.06 ~Ref. 14!#.

To describe the coupled system, we use states of the
of the angular momentumS5S11S2 , uS,MS& where S
50, . . . ,7, MS52S, . . . ,S. We use for convenience th
direct product of the eigenvectors of the two isolated Gd31

ions as a basis. We diagonalize the spin-Hamiltonian ma
to determine the eigenvectors and eigenvalues and the r
nance fields as well as the transition amplitudes of the re
nance transitions. Thermal population of the various ene
levels is also taken into account.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON Gd:Y123

A. Dipolar satellites independent of isotropic exchange

In addition to the normal Gd31 fine structure, new reso
nance transitions appear at low temperatures~Fig. 1!. We
identify four satellite transitions~A,B,C,D! as dipolar satel-
lites from interacting Gd31 pairs. The dipole field of neigh-
boring Gd31 ions changes the local magnetic field and sh
the resonance. The point dipole approximation with pairs
Gd31 ions at various distances@Fig. 2~a!# explains the data
quite well. In a simple picture the satellite lines of Fig. 1 m
be interpreted as transitions where one of the Gd31 ions is
excited from theu27/2& ground state to the first excited sta

FIG. 1. Gd-Gd pair satellites in the Gd31 ESR spectrum of
Gd:YBa2Cu3O6 for magnetic fieldBic. A,B,C,Dare dipolar transi-
tions of pairs with increasing separation. The transitions ‘‘1’’ a
‘‘2’’ are the isolated Gd31 fine-structure linesu27/2&→u25/2& and
u25/2&→u23/2&, respectively. St is the magnetic-field calibratio
standard.
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12 074 PRB 59FERENC SIMONet al.
u25/2&, while the neighboring ion remains in its ground sta
In terms of the coupled system this is theu7,27&→u7,26&
transition. The isotropic exchange does not affect this tra
tion. The position of satelliteswith respect to the main line
was calculated from Eq.~4!. @The main lines follow the
angular dependence given by Eq.~2!.#

In an arbitrary oriented magnetic field, pairs likeA1 and
A2 of Fig. 2~a! are not equivalent. Figure 3 shows typic
spectra at various magnetic-field orientations defined in
coordinate system of Fig. 2~b!. As expected, the neares
neighbor~NN! satelliteA is clearly split even for small rota
tionsu of the magnetic field from the@001# direction towards
the @100# direction. For a magnetic field along@100# A1 and
A2 are split by several hundred mT. Rotations around@110#
do not split satelliteA. On the other hand, the next-neare
neighbor satelliteB, is broadened for a small rotation aroun
@110# and is unaffected for rotations around@100#. For mag-
netic field along@100# the spectrum is complicated, a larg
number of dipolar satellites appear around the main tra
tion, and an unambiguous assignment of all lines is diffic

The first resonance transitions from excited states of G31

pairs appear above 5 K~Fig. 4!. Above 10 K the amplitude
of the satellites decreases rapidly and with the appearanc
a large number of transitions between higher energy le
the satellite spectrum becomes complicated. In the follow
we discuss the spectra observed between 5 and 10 K.
schematic energy-level diagram of the low-lying states
shown in Fig. 5. A dipolar pattern similar to that of transitio
‘‘1’’ emerges for fine-structure line ‘‘2’’ which is due to the
u6,26&→u6,25& transitions of the various neighbors. Th
NN neighbor lineA8 is well resolved. The shift, 169.0 mT
of the A8 transition from the fine-structure line 2, differ
somewhat from the shift of theA transition from transition 1
~154.5 mT!. This implies that the shifts are not only from
dipolar fields but the tetragonal crystal-field parameters o
NN Gd31 pair and an isolated Gd31 ion are also different.

FIG. 2. ~a! Sites of closest neighboring Gd31 ions. A1 and A2

are in general inequivalent in arbitrarily oriented magne
fields. ~b! Definition of the polar coordinate system.
.
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B. Isotropic exchange dependent satellite transition

Above 5 K afurther line, denoted byA* , appears~Fig. 4!.
We assign this to theu6,26&→au7,25&1bu5,25& transi-
tion of a NN pair which depends on the isotropic exchan
interaction between the NN Gd31 ions ~Fig. 5!. The isotropic
exchange interaction shifts the initial and final states of
allowed DS50, DMS51 transitions equally, therefore th
frequencies of theu7,27&→u7,26& and u6,26&→u6,25&
transitions~lines A and A8) are unaffected by the isotropi

FIG. 3. Dependence of Gd-Gd pair satellites on the orienta
of magnetic field.

FIG. 4. Gd-Gd pair satellites at higher temperatures. The tr
sition A* is used to measure the isotropic exchange interaction.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 transitions are theu27/2&→u25/2&,u25/2&→u23/2&,
etc., fine-structure lines of isolated Gd31.
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exchange interaction. On the other hand, the degenerac
the u7,25&, u6, 25&, andu5,25& Zeeman levels of the couple
Gd pair is lifted by the CF, DD, and isotropic exchan
interactions and theu7,25&, u5,25& states are mixed. Conse
quently, the otherwise forbiddenA* , A** transitions which
depend on the exchange interaction become observable

We assign the lineA* to the u7,26&→au7,25&
1bu5,25& transition for the following reasons. The inten
sity of transitionA* increases with temperature just like th
NN dipolar satelliteA8 as expected if the exchange and d
polar energies are small compared to the Zeeman en
@Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!#. For magnetic fields along@001# the
shift of A* from the fine-structure line ‘‘2’’, D5
248.0 mT, is large and negative. ThusA* cannot arise from
a u6,26&→u6,25& transition of a Gd neighbor in the sam

FIG. 5. Energy-level scheme of an interacting Gd-Gd pair. T
transitionsA and A8 are independent ofJ while A* and A** de-
pend onJ.

FIG. 6. ~a! and ~b! Assignment ofA* of Fig. 5 to the NN Gd
pair satellite. Magnetic-field orientation:u58°, w50°. A* splits
the same way asA and A8, and with increasing temperatureA*
grows together with theA8 transition. ~c! Simulation of the ESR
spectrum using the optimized parameters and~nonderivative! ab-
sorption Lorentzian line shapes. The main transition ‘‘2’’ at 8.05
is omitted for clarity.
of

gy

CuO2 sandwich since these have positive shifts. The nei
bor X in the sandwich above@Fig. 2~a!# has a satellite with a
negative shift of only212 mT and cannot be assigned
A* . ~The dipolar satellites of theX neighbor and other
nearby sites appear as a shoulder at the low-field side of
fine-structure lines.! The A* transition appears only above
K and this rules out that it is from Gd31 ions near defects o
other impurities. In that case a further line corresponding
excitations from the ground state would be observed wh
would be stronger thanA* at low temperatures. We have no
seen any transition with the expected intensity within a bro
magnetic-field sweep~between 0 and 9 T!. Similar argu-
ments exclude that transitionA* arises from a paramagneti
impurity ~e.g., Gd31 at an unusual site!. The A* transition
was observed at orientations withB slightly tilted from thec
axis also. TheA* transition has the same angular depe
dence as theA and A8 transitions@Figs. 4 and 6~b!#. The
dipolar interaction of the inequivalent NN Gd31 ions ac-
counts for the splitting ofA* . We did not observe theA*
transition forB in the @001# plane. This agrees with the as
signment, where our calculation predicts a negligible tran
tion amplitude whenB is in the @001# plane. We did not
observe theA** , u6,26&→bu7,25&2au5,25& transition, it
is expected to have small intensity and is shifted above 9

V. DISCUSSION

A. Analysis of experimental data

The dipolar interaction data of Table I represent a fi
approximation in which the crystal field is assumed to be
same for pairs and for the single ions. The measured shift
the satellite resonance fields follow the calculated dipo
fields. This approximation is better for far lying neighbor
B,C,D than for the first neighborA. We made a more precis
analysis for pairA and values of the isotropic exchange co
stantJ, the NN point dipole parameterDA and theCF pa-
rameterb2

0 are summarized in Table II. These paramet
were determined from observed positions ofA,A* ,A8 ~or
A1 ,A2 ,A1* ,A2* ,A18 ,A28 for orientations whereB was tilted
from c and the splitting of lines was resolved!. The exact
orientation of the crystal with respect to the magnetic fie
anglesu and w, were determined from the main lines, i.e
from the single-ion Gd31 fine structure.8 We took into ac-
count the anisotropy of theg factor8 also. We optimized all
parameters simultaneously using several spectra withu less
than 12°. A typical simulated spectrum is shown in Fig. 6~c!.
Agreement between measured and calculated line posit
is better than 1/3 of the linewidth for all lines.

e

TABLE I. Calculated dipolar fields, 3/2DS/gmB , (S527/2)
and measured shifts of the resonance lines of various neighb
Bic.

Dipole satellite
Calculated dipolar field

~mT!
Shift from transition 1

~mT!

A @100# 2168.3 154.5
B @110# 259.5 55.0
C @200# 221.0 21.5
D @210# 215.2 15.5
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TABLE II. Microscopic parameters of the NN Gd-Gd pairs.

Crystal field
b2

0

~mK!

Isotropic
exchange~J!

~mK!

Dipolar and
anisotropic

exchange (DA)
~mK!

Calculated
point dipole

~mK!

Nearest-neighbor 271.061 156610 51.761 43
Single Gd31 ~Ref. 8! 257.3
3
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B. Comparison with other experiments

Following the discovery of antiferromagnetism in Gd12
there were a number of attempts to measure the value o
Gd-Gd exchange interaction. We list some of these meas
ments for various oxygen and Gd concentrations. The N´el
temperature and thus the exchange interaction does not
much with oxygen concentration.

Estimated values ofJ in GdyY12yBa2Cu3O61x ~Refs. 2
and 5! and in GdBa2Cu3O61x ~Refs. 1, 3, 6, 7! depend on the
method used and the approximations involved. For exam
Kikuchi et al.1 and Nakamuraet al.2 inferredJ values of 100
and 181 mK, respectively, from the Gd31 ESR linewidth in
the paramagnetic state. Filipet al.5 included crystal fields in
their analysis of the Gd31 linewidth and deducedJ
570 mK. Other methods involve the field-induced magne
zation M (B) in the ordered state. Le Danget al.3 deduced
J550 mK in GdBa2Cu3O7H1.55 from M (B) but they ne-
glected anisotropic interactions. A magnetic-field
temperature phase diagram of Gd123 was deduced by
konov et al.6 from static magnetization measurements o
single crystal at low temperatures. The phase diagram all
the determination of both isotropic and anisotropic inter
tions and a value ofJ535 mK was found.6 Nehrke and
Pieper7 proposedJ572 mK from NMR of the magnetic
Cu~2! sites and a rather different phase diagram than tha
Djakonovet al.

We believe that our result ofJ5156 mK is more reliable
than the above values since we measure the anisotropic~di-
polar! and isotropic exchange interactions for the fir
neighbor Gd-Gd pair and the crystal field at the Gd31 site
independently and with a high precision. The data of Tabl
may serve to construct a magnetic phase diagram of Gd
if it is assumed that the pair interactions are the same a
dilute Gd:Y123 and that next-neighbor interactions are n
ligible. Parameters of an isolated Gd pair and those of
Gd123 compound are unlikely to differ very much. The la
tice parameters of Gd:Y123 differ by about 1% from those
.
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Gd123 and the first-neighbor dipolar interactions differ
the same order of magnitude. The exchange interactio
probably insensitive to such small changes also. Althou
the CF parameters of Gd31 ions in Gd123 have not bee
determined directly it is unlikely that they differ much from
those of isolated Gd31. The CF is determined by the clos
surroundings of the Gd site. The valence of Gd31 and Y31

ions is the same and the change in the CF arises only f
the variation of the lattice constants.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the high-field ESR spectra of insu
ing Gd0.01Y0.99Ba2Cu3O61x single crystals withx near zero.
A series of low intensity lines were observed and assigne
transitions between Zeeman levels of exchange and dip
coupled pairs of Gd31 moments. From the resonance lin
positions we determined the strength of the isotropic
change and anisotropic interactions between the momen
the NN pairs and the change of the crystal-field parameteb2

0

relative to isolated Gd31 ions. The measured isotropic ex
change interactionJ5156 mK agrees reasonably with es
mates in the literature but we believe our method is m
reliable since the exchange, dipolar and crystal-field inter
tions can be readily separated in the ESR spectra of si
crystal at low temperatures. We argue that the parame
measured for the NN Gd pair embedded in Y are not mu
different from those in the antiferromagnetic Gd123 co
pound and thus may serve as a basis to derive the mag
phase diagram.
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